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While much legal activity continues in the traditional fossil fuels markets spurred on
by high, and potentially increasing oil prices, we have, in this Summer issue, focused
on clean energy, bringing together a number of articles of global interest and taking
a more specific look at a number of legal issues that arise.

We begin with an insight into clean power initiatives and biofuels in the Middle East,
and comment on the opportunities for Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)
projects in that region.

We then turn to Germany to see how the Government is proposing to re-invigorate
investment in what was formerly the world leading market in wind power.

In our Winter issue we considered the EU’s policy on biofuels and commented on
the worldwide growth in demand. In this issue we look in more detail at one specific
aspect of the still growing controversy – the compatibility of the EU’s proposed
sustainability criteria with the rules of the World Trade Organisation – as countries such
as Malaysia and Brazil seek to protect and enhance their own alternative fuels industries.

Turning to the UK, despite Shell’s decision to pull out of the London Array wind farm
development, it is still believed that offshore wind will play the key role in the UK’s
renewable energy mix. The connection of this and future projects is expected to
require several billion pounds of investment. In this issue, we provide an overview of
the connection process for offshore wind power in Great Britain and the proposed
future tender rounds for the development of the offshore transmission infrastructure.

Decommissioning an offshore oil and gas installation can be a complex process.
While modern renewable energy installations should not pose the same risk of
damage to the environment as older oil and gas installations, international and UK
regulations are similar for both areas. In our final article in this issue we explain the
legal regime applicable to both.

We hope you enjoy this issue of Energy Exchange.

Overview

If you would like to receive more copies of this briefing (or other
publications from other practice areas) or if you would like to be
removed from the distribution list for these briefings, please email
eri.tada@herbertsmith.com. You can also contact us to say whether
you would prefer to receive these publications in a printed or
electronic format.

If you would like further information on any matters in this briefing,
please contact lynda.haigh@herbertsmith.com

© Herbert Smith LLP 2008

The content of this briefing does not constitute legal advice and
should not be relied upon as such. Specific advice should be sought
about your specific circumstances.

Energy Exchange is printed on 100% recycled paper
and printed conforming to ISO14001 regulations. This
is part of Herbert Smith LLP’s wider commitment to
the environment and our community.
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The Middle East: The move to low carbon
energy and beyond

As the region of the world with the greatest concentration of hydrocarbons,
some may take the view that the Middle East is not the most obvious area
within which to consider sustainable development designed to limit
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions. However, the Third Summit of OPEC
Heads of State held in Saudi Arabia in November 2007 placed the need to
prevent climate change at the centre of its agenda and there is increasing
interest across the Middle East in investments and technologies that will
assist in global efforts to reduce GHG emissions.

It is also important to remember economic drivers: if power is generated
locally without use of hydrocarbons, these hydrocarbons will be available for
export. At a time when both Oman and Dubai have announced potential coal
fired plants (in the case of Dubai, using carbon capture technology), it is also
important to remember the fact that in certain parts of the Middle East there
are constraints on gas supply.

So, far from renewable power and new nuclear being unusual ideas for the
Middle East, their need in the region is obvious. Considerable steps have
already been taken in their development and the expectation is that this will
develop into an important area for investment. The potential use of coal fired
plant also introduces the potential for carbon capture technology and a
project using natural gas feedstock for a hydrogen power project with
associated carbon capture is already underway.

In this article, David Laurence, a partner in our Dubai office,
looks at developments in all these areas and also discusses
moves to consider sustainable development in the context of
the planned eco-city in Abu Dhabi.

The international legal framework for
GHG abatement
UNFCCC and Kyoto Protocol
The countries that have ratified the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)
include Bahrain, Iran, Iraq, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia,
United Arab Emirates, and Yemen. The commitment
period for the “Annex 1” industrialised countries (that
have binding commitments to reduce GHG emissions)
has now commenced and provides new opportunities
for investment in non-Annex 1 countries due to the
so called flexible mechanisms which enable these
commitments to be achieved through the trading of
“carbon credits”.

The initial commitment period runs from 2008 to 2012
and in December 2007 a UNFCCC conference meeting
was held in Bali which sought to establish a “road map”
for continuing and developing the existing international
framework beyond 2012. Further detail for the steps to
be taken in delivering the Bali targets were developed at
the recent follow-up meeting in Bangkok.

Clean development mechanism
In the context of the Middle East, the Clean Development
Mechanism (CDM) is of interest. Under the CDM, an
Annex 1 Country may implement an emission reduction
project in a non-Annex 1 Country and count the resulting
certified emissions reductions (CERs) against its own
target. The system requires close co-operation between
the sponsor and the host state.

David Laurence
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They system for registration of a CDM project is
essentially as follows:

• the consent of the developing country hosting the
project must first be obtained.

• using methodologies approved by the CDM Executive
Board the applicant must:

• make the case that the project would not have
happened anyway (called establishing additionality);
and

• establish a baseline estimating the future emissions
in the absence of the registered project.

• The case is then validated by a third party agency,
called a Designated Operational Entity, to ensure the
project results in real, measurable, and long-term
emission reductions.

• The Executive Board then decides whether or not to
register (or, in effect, approve) the project. If a project
is registered and implemented, the Board then issues
CERs to project participants for the monitored
difference between the baseline and the actual
emissions, based on the findings of the Designated
Operational Entity.

At the time of writing, only one CDM project has been
registered in the Middle East. This is a project at the
offshore Al-Shaheen oil field in Qatar which involves the
recovery and utilisation of gas from oil wells that would
otherwise be flared. The project has been registered as
preventing the emission of approximately 2.5 million
tonnes of CO2 annually.

However, given the huge investments in power and other
energy projects across the Middle East region and the
inclusion of CERs in phase two of the European Union’s
Emission Trading Scheme (which runs from 2008 to
2012) the potential for the registration of CDM projects
and the creation of revenue in the form of CERs is
significant and at least five CDM projects are currently
under consideration in Abu Dhabi alone. Moreover, a
large number of projects in the Middle East have recently
been announced which appear to fall within the CDM
eligibility criteria.

Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS)
Of particular importance in the Middle East in relation to
CCS is the potential to use carbon dioxide from power
generation or industrial processes that has been
captured for enhanced oil recovery (EOR) by injecting it
into oil reserves.

Legal issues in relation to CCS
CCS is a relatively new technology and as such there are
a number of technological, commercial and legal

uncertainties surrounding such projects. The following
issues are of concern generally and will need to be
considered in the Middle East:

• cost – CCS projects are expensive and in order to be
financially viable will require either government subsidy
or recognition of the technology under the Clean
Development Mechanism of the Kyoto Protocol
together with a sufficiently high carbon price – it is
hoped that the UNFCCC meeting in Poland later in
2008 will finally recognise CCS as a suitable
technology for the CDM;

• categorisation as waste – other significant legal issues
that arise relate to whether or not CO2, being a
by-product of industrial activity, could be categorised
as waste or hazardous waste and therefore subject to
regulation. In the Middle East, this issue will have to be
considered on a jurisdiction-by-jurisdiction basis;

• land ownership – issues of land ownership are of
crucial importance. In many common law jurisdictions
(such as the US and UK) ownership of land includes
both the surface and sub-surface, but this issue would
have to be considered in relation to the relevant
Middle East country;

• liability – there is a risk that CO2 that has been stored
could escape into the atmosphere, so there is a need to
consider who has short, medium and long term liability
for stored CO2. New laws may be needed to address
this in the Middle East and host country governments
may need to become “insurers of last resort”. In
Europe, these issues are addressed by the draft CCS
Directive which was published in January 2008 this year;

• hydrocarbon regulation – the interaction between CO2

storage and the hydrocarbon regulations of the
relevant country (which may also apply to CO2) will
have to be considered. Does an entity which is
developing an oil and gas field also have the rights to
inject and store CO2? A related issue, which is
particular to instances where CO2 is stored following
use in EOR activities, is that oil and gas companies
may not be concerned about what happens to CO2

once it has been injected, yet if CCS used for EOR is
to be meaningful, they will need to engage in the
additional expense of ensuring injected CO2 is stored
and may be unwilling to face the liabilities associated if
the CO2 escapes.

CCS in the Middle East
As part of the UAE’s Masdar Iniative, Hydrogen Energy
(a joint venture between BP and Rio Tinto) has signed an
agreement with Masdar in relation to the development of
the world’s first industrial scale installation of an
integrated hydrogen power and carbon capture and
storage system. Herbert Smith advised Hydrogen Energy.
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The project will take natural gas and convert it to
hydrogen and carbon dioxide. The hydrogen will be the
feedstock for a 420MW low-carbon power generation
project, providing more than 5% of Abu Dhabi’s current
power generation capacity.

The CO2 will be transported to a producing field and
used to replace natural gas that is currently injected as
part of an EOR programme. This will increase oil
recoverability and will free-up natural gas with CO2

remaining stored in the oil field.

Other countries in the region are also interested in the
development of CCS, given its potential, if widely used,
to make a significant contribution to GHG abatement.

Low-Carbon Energy and Biofuels
Historically, the Middle East has not developed
renewable energy projects, despite having substantial
potential to do so, most notably in solar power, but also
in wind and water-based power generation.

This looks set to change, for a number of reasons:

• technology has become available to exploit this
potential more effectively. In particular, solar
technology has been developed which can function in
the extreme heat of the Middle East summer. In
October 2007, Masdar announced the development of
a 5 x 100MW power plant using concentrated solar
power, or CSP, which generates heat using lenses and
reflectors to concentrate the sun’s energy;

• demand for electricity in the Middle East is growing
rapidly and cannot easily be satisfied by conventional
means. According to the World Energy Council, the
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) will require
100,000MW of additional power over the next 10
years to meet demand;

• awareness of environmental issues is increasing in the
population at large as well as at the highest levels of
government, leading to a demand for renewable
energy to be developed; and

• the financial incentives available to renewable energy
projects in the Middle East under the Clean
Development Mechanism mean that these projects
can be developed on a more commercial basis.

However, the governments of Middle Eastern countries
have not yet introduced any domestic measures to
boost renewable generation, such as an obligation to
ensure that a certain percentage of electricity is
generated from renewable sources, or higher tariffs
payable to generating companies for electricity
generated from renewable resources, which have been
widely adopted in Europe and elsewhere.

Wind power
Wind speeds in the UAE often exceed the minimum of
seven metres per second required to harness power,
often reaching up to 12 metres per second.

The Middle East’s first experimental wind-power plant
was set up in the UAE on the Sir Baniyas Island, and the
Dubai Water and Electricity Authority has announced it
has appointed a consultant to study the feasibility of
using wind energy in Dubai in a US$1 billion project to
supply 10% of Dubai’s electricity needs.

In relation to the Masdar initiative in Abu Dhabi, it is
reported that the Abu Dhabi Future Energy Company
(ADFEC) is looking into the possible use of wind to
generate electricity, with feasibility studies being
conducted as far as 15 kilometres offshore.

In Iran, two projects have been developed in the Manjil
Tunnel and Binalud in Khorasan Province in which
120MW electricity turbines have been installed. The total
potential electricity generation capacity from wind in Iran
has been estimated at 6,500MW.

New-build nuclear
The International Atomic Energy Agency has announced
that more than 10 Middle Eastern states (including
Algeria, Bahrain, Egypt, Jordan, Morocco, Oman, Saudi
Arabia, Tunisia, the UAE and Yemen) have expressed an
interest in developing a nuclear power programme.

In August 2007 Jordan’s Committee for Nuclear Strategy
set out a program for nuclear power to provide 30% of
electricity by 2030, and to provide for exports. Jordan
joined the Global Nuclear Energy Partnership in 2007
and, crucially, has indigenous reserves of uranium in its
southern deserts.

In December 2006 the six member states of the GCC
(Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the
United Arab Emirates) announced that they are
commissioning a study on the peaceful use of nuclear
energy. In February 2007 the GCC agreed to co-operate
with the International Atomic Energy Agency on a
feasibility study for a regional nuclear power and
desalination program.

Recent developments this year have seen both Qatar
and Abu Dhabi announce plans for new nuclear plants,
with Suez and Total involved in the Abu Dhabi proposal
(where site selection is already said to have taken place)
and EDF and Areva backing plans in Qatar.

Waste to energy
In October 2006, a €850 million solid waste
management contract was signed by the Government of
Qatar and Keppel Corporation of Singapore for the
development of a facility in Qatar to design and build
four waste transfer stations and one integrated domestic
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solid waste management centre to handle and treat
domestic solid waste for the whole of Qatar.

Designed to treat an initial capacity of more than 1,550
tonnes of waste a day, the facility will comprise waste
sorting and recycling facilities, landfill, composting plant and
a 1,000 tonnes per day waste-to-energy incineration plant.

In Saudi Arabia, US-based International Power Group
has been commissioned to construct a US$300 million
waste-to-energy plant in the city of Jizan, located in the
southeast, near the Yemen border, which is expected to
come online in December 2008. It is reported that the
plant will process up to 180 tons of solid and hazardous
waste, while generating 6MW of electricity and up to
250,000 gallons of distilled water per day.

Biofuels
Growing world demand for oil and gas alongside
concerns about security of supply and climate change
has led, over the last few years, to rapid growth in the
international biofuel industry. Many nations are pushing
ahead with ambitious targets for biofuel, which could see
biofuels playing a major part in the fuel mix used
throughout the world.

The Middle East has not adopted targets similar to those
applicable in the EU under the Biofuel Directive but,
spurred by high oil prices, biofuel projects are being
developed in the Middle East.

In June 2007 Oman Green Energy Company (OGEC)
announced plans to build the Gulf region’s first
biorefinery, a 710 million litre per year ethanol plant in
Sohar in Oman. The plant will produce ethanol from date
palms. The plant will be imported from Brazil and is due
to become operational early in 2008, with OGEC
intending to set up a chain of biofuel petrol stations
across Oman.

Eco-cities
The term eco-city is generally used to refer to an
integrated urban development or re-development
designed to take account of sustainable development
concerns. In developing countries these are likely to be
greenfield developments such as Dongtan in China and
the Masdar eco-city development in Abu Dhabi.

Unique legal issues associated with eco-city
developments
In addition to the particular legal issues generally
associated with large scale infrastructure projects, in
developing countries there are a number of legal issues
that are particularly acute for developers, investors and
financiers of greenfield eco-city projects. The significance
of these issues will vary depending on the location of the
eco-city project but broadly speaking the issues can be
summarised as follows:

• involuntary resettlement / social relocation issues:
this is often a significant issue for developers and
financiers in developing countries eager to attract
foreign investment. Paradoxically, governments who
legislate to forcibly internally displace large populations
or expropriate land in order to make way for the
development of large scale infrastructure may
dissuade foreign investment. Involuntary resettlement
that is not properly managed will fall foul of the
Equator Principles, a voluntary code applying to
project financing to which most of the major
international banks have now signed up;

• inter-dependence of developments: in a completely
self-sustaining city, all of the services necessary to
support a community must be provided from the very
beginning of the development, it does not have the
luxury of being able to evolve over time as and when
funding is available. Moreover, one of the fundamental
premises behind the eco-city concept is that the
elements of the city (transportation, energy production,
agriculture, waste and water management, residential
and commercial building etc) cannot be developed in
isolation. As a result, one of the biggest challenges for
an eco-city development attempting to attract
international funding is how to demonstrate bankability
in the absence of an existing demand for services or a
proven revenue stream, no existing supporting
infrastructure or local industry and, in relation to some
elements, significant technological risk. Structuring such
financing will be extremely complicated and will require
an understanding of additional revenue generation
opportunities provided by the sale of CERs generated
from CDM accredited renewable energy generation and
waste management projects in the eco-city; and

• protection of intellectual property rights: in order to
keep costs sufficiently low to maintain a sustainable
economically mixed population, a significant
proportion of the new technologies required for an
eco-city will need to be manufactured locally, with the
IP required imported from overseas. Protection of IP
rights is obviously of considerable concern to
international investors when setting up joint ventures
with local manufacturers. In the absence of robust
protections in local intellectual property legislation, this
is often dealt with through exclusivity arrangements,
whereby the local JV partner maintains the right to
exploit the new product in country, and the international
partner holds exploitation rights in foreign jurisdictions.

Masdar’s Eco-city
The Masdar eco-city in Abu Dhabi will use the traditional
planning principals of a walled city, together with existing
technologies, to achieve a zero carbon and zero waste
community, including residential areas and a university
focused on sustainable development.

The city’s walls will be covered in photovoltaic panels
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capable of generating 130MW. Electricity will also come
from photovoltaic cells integrated into rooftops and a
20MW wind farm. The city will get its water from a
solar-powered desalination plant.

Research fields and plantations surrounding the
development will supply crops for the city’s biofuel
factories, and will also help reduce waste by acting as
carbon sinks to offset gases produced in the factories.
They will be irrigated with water drawn from the city’s
water treatment plant.

The city will be car free. With a maximum distance of
200 meters to the nearest transport link and amenities,
the compact network of streets encourages walking
and will be complemented by a personalised rapid
transport system.

Conclusion
Those involved in the various aspects of the climate
change and sustainable development industry should
keep a close watch on the Middle East. The region is
already seeing major developments in all aspects of
clean energy, has a vast eco-city underway, new nuclear
is being planned in a number of countries and there are
moves from carbon traders and specialist funds to
establish in the region. The combination of a genuine
political desire to be seen to actively participate in the
world’s efforts at GHG abatement and real economic
drivers make the Middle East an area that will see
considerable growth and opportunity in this sector.

The Masdar initiative

A sign of the huge interest in sustainable development
investment in the Middle East is the Masdar initiative in
Abu Dhabi.

The initiative is promoted by Abu Dhabi Future Energy
Company (ADFEC), which has been created to manage
the implementation of a significant renewable and
alternative energy initiative. Mubadala (a wholly owned
investment vehicle of the Government of the Emirate of
Abu Dhabi) is behind ADFEC.

Masdar is comprised of six strategically designed and
focused units:

• Masdar Institute of Science and Technology – this will
offer Masters and PhD programmes in science and
engineering focused on advanced energy and
sustainable technologies.

• Masdar Research Network – a unique collaborative
network of world-class scientists and post-doctoral
researchers linking the MASDAR Institute and seven
leading global scientific research institutions in three
continents, including the Tokyo Institute of Technology.

• Innovation & Investment – this unit invests in the
commercialisation of advanced energy and
sustainability technologies and includes a
US$250 million private equity fund.

• Special Projects – this focuses on large scale projects,
including in relation to carbon capture and storage.

• Carbon Management – this focuses on greenhouse
gas reduction projects across the region and into
North Africa, with a particular emphasis on CDM
projects under the Kyoto protocol and the use of CCS
to assist in enhanced oil recovery.

• Masdar Zone Development – this is the planned
eco-city described in the main body of this article.
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German offshore projects finally take off?

Last year, Germany – the former world leader in wind power installations –
lost a considerable amount of ground. From pole position, Germany dropped
to 5th place behind the US, Spain, China and India. Hopes that offshore wind
power would fill the gap left by the long expected downturn in onshore
business were not fulfilled.

In this article, Christian Hamann, associated
partner, and Michael Obst, professional support
lawyer, of Gleiss Lutz’s energy & natural
resources group report on the situation of
German offshore projects and the possibility
that planned legislation will boost the German
market for wind power at sea.

Christian Hamann

Tariffs: 9.1 cents per kWh
German environmental politicians are fond of pointing
out that the production of power from renewable energy
sources has been promoted in Germany since 1990.
Under the Renewable Energy Sources Act (Erneuerbare
Energien Gesetz, EEG), the operators of the power grids
are obliged to connect facilities for the production of
power from renewable energy sources to the grid, and
to purchase and distribute all power generated by these
facilities. The amount of the remuneration is determined
by law and is substantially higher than the prices for
power generated from conventional sources. A tariff of
9.1 cents per kWh is currently on offer.

Current tariffs for energy from offshore facilities
Wind farms built in the sea are paid 6.19 cents per kWh
as a basic tariff. This tariff can increase by 2.91 cents per
kWh if the offshore generator in question commences
operations prior to 31 December 2010. According to
Section 10 para. 3 of the EEG, this additional tariff is paid
for 12 years. This is known as the “phase 1 tariff”
(Anfangsvergütung). This 12 year period may be extended
by 1.7 months for each metre by which the water depth in
which the offshore wind park is situated exceeds 20
metres. The phase 1 tariff may also be extended by a
further 0.5 months for each nautical mile by which the
distance between the coast and the wind farm exceeds
12 nautical miles. The basic remuneration of 6.91 cents
per kWh is paid for 20 years.

The level of support is comparable with Denmark, where
more than 400MW of offshore turbines have already
been installed (compared to a mere 7MW in Germany).
However, the German Government has created some
technical and economical barriers which affect wind farm

developers. For instance, such developers only receive
remuneration if they construct wind turbines beyond the
three mile zone next to the coast. Further, since an
amendment to the EEG in 2004, no remuneration is paid
if a wind farm has been approved within a nature
conservation area after 1 January 2005.

As Germany’s coastal area is either used for nature
conservation measures or for shipping routes, most
German offshore projects have been planned far from the
coast in the German Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ).
Stringent statutory environmental stipulations also apply to
these projects. In order to obtain a permit from the Federal
Agency for Seafaring and Hydrography (Bundesamt für
Seefahrt und Hydrografie, BSH), the project developers
must present several complex environmental sustainability
studies. In addition, at present the BSH only permits a
maximum of 80 installations per wind park whilst initial
data on the actual effects of the park on the maritime
environment is collated.

Offshore capacity: 6.2 gigawatts
Despite these difficulties, a large number of planning
activities are currently underway in Germany. Not
counting test ranges, approvals have been granted for
16 projects in the North Sea and five projects in the
Baltic Sea, all but three of which are located in the EEZ.
In addition, applications for the approval of a further 20
projects in the North Sea and three projects in the Baltic
Sea have been submitted. According to a market study
conducted by KPMG in 2007, these projects, if
completed, would result in 5.9 gigawatts of installed
German offshore wind power capacity. Since the
completion of KPMG’s study, another wind farm,
Hochseewindpark, He dreiht of EOS Offshore AG

Michael Obst
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has been approved, which increases the approved wind
power capacity to at least 6.2 gigawatts. Including all
projects in the pipeline (ie, projects for which approval
has been sought or extensions of projects for which only
pilot phases have been approved) the total installed
capacity planned to date is in the range of 25 to
30 gigawatts.

Currently, the offshore project granted the first ever
approval in 2001, Borkum West, is in the most advanced
stage of realisation. It is owned by a consortium
consisting of E.ON, Vattenfall Europe and EWE, a
German utility company owned by municipalities in the
region of Oldenburg in Lower Saxony (Niedersachsen).
The project company (Deutsche Offshore Testfeld und
Infrastruktur-GmbH & Co. KG) completed the awarding
of contracts at the end of 2007. A consortium consisting
of Bilfinger Berger, Hoch Tief and Weser Wind will be
constructing the transformer station, while the cables
inside the park will be laid by NSW (Norddeutsche
Seekabelwerke) and the electrical engineering work for
the transformer station will be carried out by Areva
Energietechnik. The grid connection will be provided by
E.ON Netz, on which construction began in 2007. The
most important components – the wind power
converters – will be provided by two different suppliers:
Multibrid is to deliver six Multibrid M 5000 with an
installed capacity of 5MW each and Repower is to
supply six Repower 5M, each with 5MW installed
capacity. It is envisaged that the grid connection for the
first six Multibrid turbines will be completed by 2008.
With Borkum West, at least one German offshore project
has surmounted all the difficulties that other offshore
developers are currently facing.

Turbines running out
The market situation for wind turbines is generally
difficult. In the offshore business, it can even be called a
mess. Various manufacturers, including two of the
largest players in the onshore market, Gamesa and
Enercon, do not produce wind turbines for offshore
projects at all. Another important supplier – Nordex –
only delivers small wind power converters with a
capacity of 2.5MW, which is less powerful than what is
usually required for offshore wind generation facilities in
Germany. For German projects with high foundation and
grid connection costs, large turbines with capacities of
5MW or more would be the ideal solution. As such, the
majority of German offshore projects are currently
planning to install these larger turbines, although there
are some that plan to use 3 and 3.6MW converters. This
strongly limits the number of possible suppliers: Vestas,
the world market leader, could potentially deliver the
largest number of wind power converters but only offers
machines with a 3MW capacity. GE Wind and Siemens –
the latter with the largest offshore experience – can at
least offer 3.6MW turbines. Only Repower, Multibrid and
Bard Engineering have developed or are currently
developing 5MW machines. However, these three

companies have just started increasing capacities. In
addition, Bard Engineering and Multibrid will probably be
producing turbines entirely for their own projects during
the first three years up to 2011. This has led KPMG, in
its study mentioned above, to conclude that the supplies
available from all manufacturers of offshore wind power
converters will not be sufficient to satisfy demand until
2011. For German offshore developers, this in turn
entails the risk that if they are not quick enough to order,
the available capacity will go to other countries – in
particular to the UK, where there is greater impetus for
offshore development, which may, in part, be due to a
more favourable legal background.

Problem grid connections
The scarcity of wind turbines has been ranked as the
most serious problem for offshore developers in 2007. It
is closely followed by grid connection, which is quite
surprising given the German legal background.

The German Infrastructure Acceleration Act
(Infrastrukturbeschleunigungsgesetz), which entered
into force in December 2006, places an obligation on
grid operators not only to connect offshore wind farms
to the grid (as stipulated under the EEG) but to do so at
their own expense and not that of the developer requesting
the connection. Section 17 paragraph 2a of the German
Energy Industry Act (Energiewirtschaftsgesetz), which
was inserted into the Energy Industry Act by the
Infrastructure Acceleration Act, provides that the grid
connection must be provided at the time when the
offshore wind park is ready to commence operations.
As an incentive to speed up offshore development, the
obligation on the grid operators to connect wind farms
to the grid at their own cost is currently limited to
projects for which construction work begins prior to
31 December 2011.

Grid operators have to bear the costs for grid
connection but are entitled to pass on these costs to the
power producers, who have to pay fees when using the
operator’s grid. Ultimately, the energy consumers carry
the costs for the grid connection of the offshore wind
park. This is why Section 17 paragraph 2a – of the
German Energy Industry Act provides that the grid
operators must choose the cable route to the grid
connection point which is technically and economically
most favourable.

As simultaneous grid connection for all planned offshore
projects is neither possible nor appropriate, the
Infrastructure Acceleration Act confronts the grid
operators with the problem that they have to decide
which projects are likely to be realised in the near future
and which are not. For this purpose, grid operators have
engaged independent experts from the wind power
industry to assess the developers’ project documents.
Vattenfall, which is responsible for connecting all wind
farms planned offshore in the Baltic Sea, published
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results in July 2007 consisting of a list of four projects
which will be granted priority for the purposes of the
connection. Among these are projects Baltic I and
Kriegers Flag of WPD, one of the leading German project
developers, E.ON’s Akonabecken Südost and probably
the first offshore wind park with floating foundations,
Ventotec Ost 2.

In the North Sea, where E.ON is responsible for
connecting possible offshore wind parks, things are not
going smoothly for all projects. For the cable route
connecting the wind farm clusters Helgoland and Sylt, the
planning and approval processes were close to
completion when the Infrastructure Acceleration Act came
into force. The cable route through the EEZ and the 12
mile zone had already been approved by the authorities.
However, E.ON, under the obligation to choose the
economically most favourable grid connection point,
seems to favour a cable route different from the one
already approved, which would result in the approval
process having to start anew. Thus, several offshore
projects may be delayed, as details for the grid connection
have not yet been finalised and, as a consequence,
financing and supply contracts cannot be concluded.

Apart from the problem with grid connection, there is
also a general problem with the capacity of northern
Germany’s high voltage grid, which could affect the
economic viability of offshore wind parks. Due to the
large numbers of wind farms established onshore in the
northern parts of Germany and due to the fact that the
areas with the highest energy consumption are in the
south, huge amounts of energy have to be transferred
from northern to southern Germany. For this purpose the

grid has to be expanded; otherwise, the grid will not be
able to absorb the huge amounts of energy delivered by
offshore projects and wind park operators may be forced
to disconnect their turbines in times of peak power
production, leading to a shortfall in feed-in revenues.

Expanding the grid
The Government has acknowledged the difficulties
regarding grid connection and grid capacity. In August
2007, it decided to facilitate grid connection and
expansion by means of a new law – the Power Grid
Expansion Act (Energieleitungsausbaugesetz). A draft for
the new Bill is expected in mid-May 2008, but some of
the main points are already known at this stage.

The new law will provide a list of the most urgent grid
expansion projects. To speed up grid expansion and to
target grid capacity shortages, such projects can then
be implemented by means of an accelerated planning
procedure provided for in Section 43b of the Energy
Industry Act (Energiewirtschaftsgesetz).

A new planning and approval procedure for the
connection of offshore wind farms to the grid will be
implemented for the 12 nautical mile zone and the
onshore route to facilitate cable route approval for
offshore wind parks. Currently, grid connection approval
is complicated by the fact that different approvals are
necessary and various authorities are responsible for
different parts of the route. The first section of the cable
route in the EEZ requires one single permit by the BSH.
For cables crossing the 12 mile zone next to the coast
(section two) and for the route onshore to the next grid
connection point (section three), various approvals from
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different authorities are required. By way of the Power
Grid Expansion Act (Energieleitungsausbaugesetz) the
Government plans to replace the various permits
required for section two and three by a single permit for
each section.

The Government also plans to react to the probable
delay in the implementation of most offshore projects.
Therefore, the Power Grid Expansion Act
(Energieleitungsausbaugesetz) may also extend the
requirement for grid operators to connect wind parks at
their own cost to wind farms for which construction
commences prior to 31 December 2013.

Increasing feed-in tariffs
The Government has recognised that changes are also
necessary with regard to the EEG remuneration rates if
Germany wishes to assume a leading role in offshore
wind power in spite of difficult market conditions and
high environmental standards. The draft for a new EEG
presented in December 2007, which is to enter into
force on 1 January 2009 (EEG 2009), provides for
substantially increased remuneration rates for energy
from offshore wind power facilities.

The Government’s proposal for increased tariffs
Pursuant to the Government draft, power from offshore
facilities is to be remunerated at 12 cents per kWh for
the first 12 years after the commencement of operations.
If the facility commences operations before 31
December 2013, this phase 1 tariff will increase by a
further 2 cents. The duration of the phase 1 tariff will
increase based on the distance between the facility and
the coast and the depth of the water. For each full
nautical mile of distance from the coast over and above
12 nautical miles, the original 12 year period will be
extended by 0.5 months, and for each additional full
metre of water depth it will be increased by 1.7 months.
After the expiry of the initial period, the minimum
remuneration payable pursuant to the EEG will sink
drastically to a mere 3.5 cents per kWh.

It has not yet been determined whether the remuneration
tariffs suggested by the Government will be final.
Parliament will debate the Government’s draft of the EEG
2009 in May. However, there is no question that the
result will be a substantially higher level of remuneration
for offshore wind power than that provided for at present.

Perspective
With the new rules on remuneration contained in the
EEG 2009 and the improved statutory framework for the
planning and permitting of grid connections, Germany is
creating a legal framework for the use of offshore wind
power which is competitive in the international arena.

Nonetheless, it remains to be seen whether this will be
sufficient in order to give wings to the German offshore
market. Technical difficulties and, in particular, the difficult
market situation for project developers cannot be
eliminated simply by a stroke of the legislative pen.



EU biofuels policy: WTO members are watching

On 23 January 2008 the European Commission published its package of
climate action and renewable energy measures that are designed to reduce
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. The package, which may be adopted as
early as the end of 2008, includes a draft Directive on renewable energy that
would introduce environmental requirements for biofuels including
sustainability criteria.

Questions have been raised as to whether the Commission’s attempt to
distinguish between sustainable and unsustainable biofuels is contrary to the
principles of free trade laid down in the World Trade Organisation (WTO) rules,
and in particular those of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
and the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade. Malaysia and Indonesia
have already raised concerns that environmental criteria for biofuels may force
them to change their production practices in order to continue exporting to
the EU. Brazil is also concerned that environmental criteria may have an
impact on its exports of soy-based biofuel to the EU.

In this article Lode Van den Hende, a partner in Herbert Smith’s
Brussels office, considers the areas where the Commission’s
proposal on biofuels does not sit comfortably with the law of
the WTO.

Binding target for biofuels
The draft Directive lays down a binding minimum target
for biofuels to comprise 10% of the total market share
by 2020. The target has been set at the same level for
each Member State in order to ensure consistency in
transport fuel specifications and availability. To achieve
this target, a combination of domestic EU production
and imports from non-EU countries will be necessary.

Sustainability requirements
The Commission contends that biofuels (alongside
vehicle fuel efficiency) are one of the few measures
which are capable of making a significant impact
on GHG emissions from transport. However, the
Commission also takes the view that biofuels
should only be promoted if they are produced in a
sustainable manner.

The draft Directive therefore sets out stringent
environmental sustainability criteria. Biofuels must
achieve GHG emission savings of 35% and fulfil a
number of requirements related to land use (which are
designed to prevent land with high biodiversity value,
such as natural forests and protected areas, being used

for the production of raw materials for biofuels). These
environmental criteria are important because only
biofuels that fulfil the criteria will be taken into account
for: (i) measuring compliance with the 10% target for
biofuels imposed on Member States; and (ii) eligibility for
consumption subsidies. In practice, this is likely to
substantially hinder the marketing of biofuels that do not
meet the environmental criteria.

Article 2(2) of the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade
requires that technical regulations should not be more
trade-restrictive than is necessary to fulfil a legitimate
objective. It is questionable whether the environmental
criteria of the Directive comply with this requirement.

35% GHG emission savings
The GHG emission savings from the use of biofuels must
be at least 35% compared to fossil fuels (although there
is an exemption until 2013 for biofuels that are produced
by installations that were operational in January 2008).
This requirement applies equally to both domestic and
imported biofuels and there are two ways in which this
35% target can be met:

Lode Van den Hende
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• Default GHG emission savings – the draft Directive
allocates a series of default GHG emission savings
values that specific crops are, on average, expected
to meet (eg, rape seed biodiesel has a GHG emission
saving of 36%). These default values can be used
without further verification and producers of biofuel in
this category will be able to demonstrate fulfilment of
the 35% criterion with minimal effort (in most cases
they will merely need to document the nature of the
biofuel and the type of feedstock used); or

• Specific GHG emission savings – a producer of
biofuels from a crop not automatically meeting the
35% requirement (or a biofuel that is not currently
listed in the Directive as having a default value eg, soy)
can prove to a Member State that the 35%
requirement is met. Biofuel producers of this category
will need to provide detailed evidence of their
production practices (including any carbon stock
changes caused by land use change) and operators
may have to change these practices in order to meet
the environmental criteria.

Article XI of GATT prohibits quantitative restrictions on
imports. Making a distinction between biofuels on the
basis of the production process, as opposed to the
inherent characteristics of the product, may violate that
article. According to the GATT panel report in the
Tuna-Dolphin dispute, a case concerning a ban on tuna
exports from Mexico on the grounds that they failed to
meet dolphin protection standards set out in US law,
Article XI:1 of GATT does not permit products to be
treated differently on the basis of their method of
production as opposed to their properties as products
for consumption.

The less favourable treatment of non-EU biofuel that results
in less than 35% GHG emissions savings may violate
Articles I or III of GATT (as it would have the effect of
discouraging imports of this non-EU biofuel). Article III
GATT provides that domestic regulation should not have
the effect of providing protection to domestic production.
Article I GATT requires that such protection is not granted
to imports from one foreign country, as opposed to
another foreign country (Most-Favoured-Nation Treatment).

Land use impact
Minimum biodiversity requirements apply to both biofuels
produced in the EU and those which are imported from
outside the EU:

• biofuels must not be produced from raw materials
obtained from land classified, in or after January 2008
(whether or not the land still has this status), as:

• undisturbed forests or biodiverse grassland; or

• areas designated for nature protection purposes
(designated as such by the Member States

themselves), unless it can be shown that the
production of raw material does not interfere with
those purposes;

• biofuels must not be produced from raw materials
obtained from land that had the status of wetlands or
continuously forested areas in January 2008 but no
longer has this status (since these lands have “high
carbon stock” and therefore it is doubtful whether
converting them would have an overall positive effect
of reducing GHG emissions).

It could be argued that the EU’s measures would be
more proportionate, and therefore less trade-restrictive, if
they provided for a sliding scale of GHG emissions
savings values (which would reward biofuels on the basis
of the level of GHG emissions savings achieved, as
opposed to a system that gives a biofuel with 35%
savings the same treatment as a biofuel resulting in 70%
savings, while effectively preventing the marketing of a
biofuel representing say a 34% emissions saving).

Yet further arguments may arise from the deforestation
restriction: is it fair for the EU to discourage the supply of
biofuels produced from feedstock grown on land that
was deforested after 1 January 2008 (taking into
account that Europe has undergone extensive
deforestation prior to 1 January 2008)?

Demonstrating compliance
Member States will need to put measures in place to be
able to verify that the target of 10% biofuels has been
reached and that these biofuels meet the sustainability
requirements. Since Member States already require
reporting of fuel-related information by fuel suppliers
through the fuel excise duty system, the Commission
proposes extending this arrangement to include biofuels,
rather than establishing a separate reporting system.

In order to demonstrate compliance with the
environmental criteria, fuel suppliers will have to provide
information about matters including: (i) the location of the
land on which raw materials used for biofuel production
are cultivated; (ii) the nature of the raw material used;
and (iii) the energy source used in the biofuel production
process. The draft Directive proposes that a procedure
for the mutual acceptance by Member States of
verification schemes that display adequate standards of
accuracy, reliability and fraud resistance should be put
into place. Once such a verification scheme has been
established in a Member State, all other Member States
would be required to accept evidence emanating from it
as conclusive proof of compliance with the
environmental criteria.

Compliance schemes in non-EU countries
In order to reduce the administrative burden on biofuels
originating from non-EU countries, the Commission can
determine that other certification schemes can be relied
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upon as proof of compliance with the environmental
criteria. In particular, the Commission may, provided that
the scheme in question meets adequate standards of
reliability, transparency and independent auditing,
determine that:

• bilateral and multilateral agreements between the EU
and non-EU countries demonstrate that biofuels
produced from raw materials cultivated in those
countries comply with the land use criteria;

• voluntary national or international schemes setting
standards for the production of biomass products
contain data which is accurate enough to establish
that there is a GHG emission saving of 35% or
demonstrate that consignments of biofuel comply with
the land use criteria; and

• national, multinational or international schemes to
measure GHG emission savings contain data which is
sufficiently accurate to establish a GHG emission
saving of 35%.

If the Commission gives its approval to any such
schemes, Member States will have to accept certification
by these schemes as proof of compliance with the
environmental criteria of the draft Directive (rather than
requiring each supplier to provide evidence of
compliance with the environmental criteria).

Justification
Whilst possible violations of Articles I, III and XI of GATT
can be justified on the basis of Article XX of GATT which
allows exceptions to these Articles if the relevant
measures are: (i) necessary to protect human, animal or
plant life or health, or if the measures relate to the
conservation of exhaustible natural resources; and (ii) do
not constitute a means of arbitrary discrimination or a

disguised restriction on international trade, it remains to
be seen whether these measures can be shown to be
necessary to protect the environment and are the least
trade-restrictive measure to do so.

WTO members may also consider that the administrative
burden placed on foreign producers is higher than that
placed on domestic producers or require the EU to
pursue good faith negotiations with exporting countries
prior to imposing its own unilateral measures as was
suggested in the Shrimp – Turtle dispute. This case
concerned a ban imposed by the US on the importation
of shrimp products harvested in a manner that may
adversely affect sea turtles. In its findings, the Panel
stated that it was a requirement of a party invoking an
Article XX exception to demonstrate that, prior to
adopting unilateral measures with a negative effect
on imported products, it had pursued the negotiation
of international cooperative arrangements as a
possible solution.

Conclusion
It is expected that non-EU producers of biofuels and
their Governments will insist that the EU’s treatment of
biofuels should be fully WTO compatible. If the draft
Directive is adopted without removing any WTO-
incompatible elements, one or more foreign
Governments can start WTO dispute settlement
proceedings against the EU. If the EU were to lose such
a case, this would result in amendments to the EU
legislation after its entry into force, potentially having a
significant impact on the marketplace (since the market
conditions for biofuels in the EU are, to a very large
extent, determined by regulation). Whether or not EU
regulation is WTO incompatible is, therefore, of crucial
importance for any business with an interest in the
biofuels sector in the EU.

You can read more about biofuels in our Winter 2007 issue of energy exchange. Please contact Eri Tada
(eri.tada@herbertsmith.com) if you would like a copy.
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It is estimated that approximately 8 gigawatts of offshore
renewable wind generated power (and power from other
marine sources) will be connected to the transmission
system in Great Britain over the next few years. This
figure is expected to increase as future rounds of leases
for generation sites take place and proposals for the
banding of the Renewables Obligation in favour of
offshore wind generation are brought into effect.

A number of existing offshore schemes have been
connected to the onshore transmission system under
the current onshore regime but this is not viewed as
satisfactory in the longer term, either for National Grid as
GB system operator or wind farm developers.

Renewables Obligation: an obligation on licensed
electricity suppliers in the United Kingdom to source an
increasing proportion of electricity from renewable
sources.

The Government considered the various ways that the
required investment in offshore transmission systems
could be delivered, including a market based approach
or extending the existing onshore transmission licences
offshore. A third option was chosen combining a
regulated approach with a structure that would allow
new entrants to participate, thereby potentially delivering
a better solution for customers. Following this decision,
the Office of the Gas and Electricity Markets (Ofgem) has

been conducting, in conjunction with the Department for
Business Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (BERR), a
consultation with the goal of implementing a regulatory
regime for electricity transmission networks offshore.

The onshore connection regime
Participants in the onshore electricity generation market
may – depending upon the nature of the generation
plant and its location – connect to either the lower
voltage distribution network or to the higher voltage
transmission network. Holders of transmission licences
and distribution licences are bound by the terms of their
licences and the Electricity Act 1989 to provide access
to their networks to parties who seek connections.

In England, Wales and Scotland, connections to the
transmission systems are managed by National Grid plc
(National Grid), which, as the Great Britain System
Operator (GBSO), is responsible for access to its own
transmission network as well as the networks owned by
Scottish Hydro-electric Electricity Transmission Limited
and Scottish Power Electricity Transmission Limited.

Where a generator wishes to connect directly to the
transmission system, it will enter into a construction
agreement for the procurement of the connection and a
further bilateral agreement (known as a Bilateral
Connection Agreement for a direct connection to the
transmission system) setting out the rights that the

The European Union (EU) has set a challenging goal that renewable energy
will contribute 20% of EU–wide energy consumption by 2020. Recent policy
and legislative proposals at the EU and UK Government level confirm the
importance of offshore generation in achieving this goal. Providing the
infrastructure to connect offshore renewable generation to the onshore
transmission and distribution networks is, therefore, imperative and it is
estimated that this may require several billion pounds of investment.

In this article Rebecca Barnett and
Jon Morton, of Herbert Smith’s London
office, outline the current onshore regime
for connection to the transmission networks
in England, Wales and Scotland and describe
the current proposals for the provision of
offshore electricity transmission connections
including the competitive tender processes
which will be held for the construction and
operation of offshore transmission assets.

Offshore wind power in Great Britain:
Getting it connected

Rebecca Barnett Jon Morton



generator has to export electricity onto the transmission
system. Under the Bilateral Connection Agreement a
fixed amount of capacity will be reserved for that
generator, called transmission entry capacity, in return for
the payment by the generator of transmission network
use of system (TNUoS) charges. While there
are certain works which National Grid can insist it
undertakes, the party seeking connection will have the
option to procure the additional works, allowing some
competition in the provision of onshore connections
in the UK.

Once the relevant agreements have been entered into,
National Grid will finance the cost of procuring the
connection and any required reinforcement works on the
wider transmission system through the levying of TNUoS
charges, or if the generator no longer intends to use the
connection, by calling on the security put in place under
the construction agreement.

In Scotland, a party seeking connection to the
transmission system will make an application for
connection to National Grid as GBSO. National Grid
will then make an application to the relevant Scottish
transmission licensee who will issue an offer for
connection to National Grid who will then pass it on
to the developer. Negotiations then continue so that
the Scottish transmission licensee has agreements in
place with National Grid via the System Operator
Transmission Owner Code (STC), and National Grid has
“back-to-back” agreements with the developer.

Regulation of offshore transmission
Ofgem and the Government have been consulting with
industry on proposals for a new regulatory regime for the
offshore transmission of electricity. The Government’s
aim is now that this new regime will commence as close
as possible to March 2009.

The Government has decided that the principles behind
the regulation of the onshore electricity transmission
network should be extended offshore, except where
changes are necessary to reflect the specific
circumstances of offshore generation and transmission.
In practice this means:

• the transmission of electricity within the UK’s territorial
waters and the Renewable Energy Zone, which for the
offshore regime will be defined as 132kV and above,
will be prohibited without a licence. Section 89 of the
Energy Act 2004 contains such a prohibition and will
be brought into force at the commencement of the
new regime;

• the safe and secure transmission of electricity offshore
will be achieved through amendments to the existing
system of licences, codes and agreements that govern
onshore electricity transmission;

• National Grid’s responsibility as the GBSO will be
extended to the offshore network;

• offshore transmission licences will be granted to
offshore transmission operators through competitive
tender;

• offshore generation and transmission will be separate
ring fenced business activities (in compliance with EU
unbundling requirements); and

• the cost of building and operating the new offshore
transmission assets will be recovered by a regulated
revenue stream payable to the offshore transmission
licensee.

Renewable Energy Zone: an area of the sea, beyond the
United Kingdom’s territorial sea, which may be exploited
for energy production (a map is available at
www.ukho.gov.uk).

Connection of offshore generation
In respect of the connection process, the existing
onshore regime is being extended offshore, with the
developer making an application for connection to
National Grid as GBSO in the same way as for onshore
applications. The main difference in the process results
from accommodating a parallel running competition for
the construction and operation of the offshore
transmission assets, as discussed in more detail below.
This means that the key interface between a developer
and National Grid will stay the same with respect to the
connection of offshore generation; however, the
procurement of the transmission infrastructure will follow
a very different path.

Offshore transmission infrastructure
The new offshore transmission licence holders (OFTOs)
will build and own their offshore facilities and be paid a
fee by the user of their transmission assets, eg, the wind
farm, indirectly via the GBSO. To encourage new market
players to enter the transmission business and to strive
for the best deal for customers, Ofgem has concluded
that there should be a competitive tender process for the
grant of the transmission licence to an OFTO. The
transmission licence will grant the OFTO the right to
transmit electricity from the relevant offshore installation(s)
and the OFTO will be paid a regulated return based on its
tender proposal.

Ofgem will run the competitions for the grant of OFTO
licences with the cost to Ofgem of running each
competition being funded by the participants in that
competition, but ultimately recovered from the
successful bidder.

A similarity can be drawn to the regime for parties
seeking a connection to the transmission system in
Scotland in that at the end of the tender process, the
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developer will have a connection agreement with
National Grid which will be backed off to the OFTO via
the STC (to which the OFTO will be required to accede)
and/or the OFTO’s licence conditions.

Enduring and transitional projects
It is currently envisaged that part of the new regime
would commence in March 2009 (the “go active” date)
enabling the process for awarding licences to
commence. This would be followed 12 months later with
implementation of the full regime (the “go live” date)
when the prohibition in section 89 of the Energy Act
2004 would come into force and the first OFTO licences
would be awarded.

In recognition that there are existing offshore generation
projects whose transmission assets will be constructed
before the “go active” date or “go live” date and other
projects at various stages of development, the current
regime will differentiate between “transitional projects” and
“enduring projects”. Transitional projects are those where
construction has started or financial close, or equivalent,
has been achieved by the go-active/go-live date (as
appropriate). Enduring projects are those which do not
meet these criteria.

Interested parties will be required to design, build,
finance and operate the transmission assets. For
transitional projects, bidders will be tendering only to
operate and maintain the transmission assets, which will
be transferred to the successful OFTO once construction
is complete.

Many of the key proposals for the regulatory regime and
design of the tender process will be the same for both
enduring and transitional projects.

Current proposals for an OFTO Licence
Ofgem and BERR have been consulting with industry on
key proposals relating to the OFTO licence.

These include:

• the term of the regulated revenue stream: it is
proposed that this will be for a period of 20 years,
subject to the OFTO complying with its licence
conditions. This period has provoked a mixed
response from industry. However, Ofgem remains of
the view that this is an appropriate timescale after
considering factors such as the expected usable life of
the assets, financing arrangements and Ofgem’s duty
to protect consumers’ interests;

• incremental investment increases: the proposal is to
allow investment increases up to a value of 20% of the
initial capital cost over the life of the project, without
being subject to a further tender process;

• the performance obligations and incentives that
may be included in the licence: these could include
a capacity delivery incentive (being an agreed delivery
date for offshore capacity and fee deductions for late
delivery) and an availability incentive; and

• generator affiliates being allowed to bid for their
own projects subject to appropriate financial
ring-fencing: it is envisaged that such companies
should be separate businesses and appropriate ring-
fencing should be put in place to ensure generation
and transmission businesses are operated separately.

The competitive tender process
The benefits that could potentially be derived from
awarding OFTO licences through competitive tenders will
be dependent on there being a competitive market. The
tender process currently proposed follows the usual
stages involved in a public procurement exercise, so that
the formula is “tried and tested” and familiar to many.
The design of the tender process will be broadly the
same for enduring and transitional projects.

The proposed tender process will be a four stage
process and is illustrated on the next page.

It is envisaged that the tender documentation will be
standardised as much as practicable to help streamline
the process. It is also proposed that there will be an
annual tender “window” in which the tender processes for
each project qualifying in that year will start simultaneously,
although Ofgem is reserving the right to revisit this after a
couple of years’ experience of running the competitions.
Synchronising projects in this way is intended to provide
an opportunity to package some projects together in
order to optimise potential efficiencies between
developments.

A key element of the above process is when to initiate it
and how it interfaces with the parallel connection
application process. The BERR/Ofgem Joint Policy
Statement proposed that the tender process would be
triggered on the submission of an appropriate connection
application request to National Grid by the offshore
generator. This application would then qualify a project to
be tendered at the next “tender window”. However, after
further consideration and consultation with industry, the
current proposal is that the signing of an indicative offer by
the generator is a more appropriate trigger as it would
show a greater level of commitment and certainty. The
interface between the connection application process and
the tender process is a complex one and there are
concerns that potential delays will inevitably hinder the
development of the infrastructure. Any delays will leave the
offshore generator faced with uncertainty as to when its
connection can be delivered and at what cost. This issue
will no doubt be addressed further in future consultations.



The transitional projects
There are a number of offshore generation projects
operating or planned to come into operation over the
next few years which will be subject to the transitional
regime, including the proposed 30 turbine Gunfleet
Sands project.

These projects may apply to have an OFTO appointed
under the tender process for transitional projects if they
meet certain pre-conditions before either the “go-active”
or the “go-live” dates, including:

• an onshore connection offer has been made;

• all necessary property rights and environmental and
planning consents for the construction and operation
of the offshore transmission assets have been obtained;

• either construction has been completed (or all
necessary construction contracts have been entered
into for the construction of the offshore transmission
assets) or full financial close or evidence of an
equivalent financial commitment (such as a parent
company guarantee) for the construction of the
offshore transmission assets has been obtained;

• the financial model and all other necessary financial
data has been provided to Ofgem to allow for the
assessment of the efficient and economic cost of
constructing the offshore transmission assets; and

• a commitment to transfer the offshore transmission
assets to the selected OFTO is obtained.

Once the pre-conditions are met, a similar process to
that for enduring projects will be run. The key difference

Invitation to tender
(ITT)

Expression of interest/prequalification
(EOI)

Optional best and final offer (BaFO)

Selection of preferred bidder

The purpose of the EOI is twofold: (i) to provoke interest in
the project from as wide a range of applicants as possible;
and (ii) to select a number of bidders which demonstrate
appropriate financial and technical strength and expertise

The bids will be evaluated and a preferred bidder
capable of building and operating the transmission
assets in the most economic way will be selected.

If is decided that a BaFO stage is required, a
limited number of bidders will be selected and

given a final chance to improve their bids.

Once a preferred bidder is appointed, final
negotiations will take place in respect of any

unresolved issues and the development of the
final connection offer by National Grid.
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for transitional projects is that the tender will only apply
to the operation and maintenance of the offshore
transmission system. The OFTO will not therefore take
on construction risk, though it will have the assets
transferred to it once construction is complete and take
on ongoing performance risks. It is assumed that the
transfer will include the benefit of warranties under the
construction agreements. The intention is that this
transfer will be by way of commercial agreement
between the OFTO and the developer. However, Ofgem
is seeking powers under the new Energy Bill, due to
become law in Summer 2008, to transfer the assets by
way of statutory transfer scheme as a last resort. Ofgem
has indicated that it will provide comfort to developers
that they will be paid the greater of either 75% of
Ofgem’s ex-ante estimate of the capital cost of the
project, or the full efficient ex-post view of the capital
cost, as the price for the transfer of the assets. This has
been an area of concern for industry.

Another difference between the tender process for a
transitional and enduring project is that where there is no
successful OFTO in respect of the transitional project,
Ofgem has agreed that it will grant a transmission
licence to the developer as an “OFTO of last resort”. This
concept is designed to prevent a stranded asset
situation where the transmission infrastructure is
complete or significant cost has been incurred, on the
assumption that an OFTO would be found through the
tender process. Ofgem has recognised that this option
could create an incentive towards anti-competitive
behaviour by developers and expects to retain the right
to decline to grant a transmission licence to a developer
where it has acted anti-competitively or where the
transmission assets are of insufficient quality to allow a
licence holder to perform its licence obligations.

Recovery of tender costs
The Government has agreed that Ofgem should have
statutory rights to recoup the costs of managing tender
processes and such powers have been included in the
Energy Bill. It is proposed that the new powers will allow
Ofgem to seek payments from participants in any tender
process and the party seeking the connection to the
transmission system. Ofgem’s powers of cost recovery
will be limited so that it cannot over-recover and there
will be no cross subsidy between competitions. It is
proposed that, ultimately, the successful OFTO will pay
Ofgem’s costs of running the competition, but for cash
flow purposes the participants to a competition will be
required to give payments to Ofgem at various stages in
the process which reflect Ofgem’s costs for that stage,
with a process for making refunds to those participants
which are not selected to continue in the competition.

Challenges ahead
The key goal of implementing the offshore transmission
regulatory regime is to facilitate the achievement of the
UK’s targets in respect of renewable energy and, in
particular, boost the contribution from renewable
electricity. The Government is also hoping to streamline
the necessary planning process required for offshore
generation and transmission through the Marine Bill
which is currently in consultation.

In choosing a competitive route for the selection of
OFTOs, the Government is hoping to create a new
market that will attract both the incumbents and those
new to the electricity sector. It remains to be seen
whether the introduction of the competitive process
alongside the existing connection regime will add an
additional time delay to new projects and whether this is
an acceptable price to pay to ensure wind farm owners
and operators are able to connect their assets at a
reasonable, market-tested, cost.

Herbert Smith is advising Ofgem on the design of the tender process for the award of the offshore licences.



UK regulatory framework:
decommissioning schemes
The decommissioning of an offshore installation is a
process that can be both technically and legally
complex. The decommissioning of offshore installations
on the UK Continental Shelf (UKCS) is governed by the
Petroleum Act 1998 with respect to oil and gas
installations, including pipelines, and by the Energy Act
2004 with respect to renewable energy installations,
including electricity lines.

These statutes establish decommissioning schemes
based on approval by the Secretary of State of costed
decommissioning programmes which must be submitted
by specified persons. The statutory schemes are
intended to be flexible enough to cope with changes
over the long term in convention law, environmental
regulation, and scientific understanding of impacts on
the marine environment. They allow environmental
aspects and decommissioning programmes to be
examined and agreed on a case-by-case basis thereby
avoiding a prescriptive or rigid system, but also creating
one that may potentially result in inconsistent decisions.

The relevant statutory provisions are not extensive and
do not contain any express reference to environmental
considerations. The approach taken with regard to
environmental issues is detailed in guidance issued by
the Department for Business, Enterprise & Regulatory
Reform (BERR). The guidance does not have a statutory
basis but is intended to provide guidance to those
engaged in preparing a decommissioning programme as
to how BERR intends to discharge its responsibility for

ensuring the statutory requirements are met. Changes to
both regimes, discussed below, are due to come into force
in Summer 2008 when the new Energy Bill is enacted.

The offshore oil and gas decommissioning scheme
Under the scheme for offshore oil and gas installations
established by the Petroleum Act 1988 the Secretary of
State has a power to require managers, operators,
members of a joint operating agreement and others with
an interest in an offshore installation (including in some
circumstances their associated companies) to submit a
decommissioning programme. As a matter of practice,
BERR usually requires these programmes to be
prepared and submitted near the end of operations.

If the Secretary of State is not satisfied that the
decommissioning programme will be carried out or that
a condition attached is not complied with, he can direct
that remedial action is taken.

At present, the Secretary of State does not have an
express power to require any form of financial security,
such as a letter of credit, to be put in place although in
practice security is often provided once a
decommissioning programme is approved (there has
been only one reported instance of default).

The Energy Bill proposes a number of changes to the
current scheme. The Bill extends the categories of
persons potentially liable for decommissioning to include
a licensee who has attempted to transfer an interest in a
licence to another party without the Secretary of State’s
prior approval. The Bill will also expressly enable the

International and UK laws relevant to offshore decommissioning have
developed in response to the environmental impacts of oil and gas
exploration and production, and the changing perceptions to these.

In this article, Louise Moore, a partner in
Herbert Smith’s Environment Group and
Kevin O’Connor, an associate in that group
examine how international laws and the
principles they contain, such as the “polluter
pays” principle, have evolved, and how they
are now being applied to the offshore energy
boom in the form of new requirements for the
decommissioning of offshore wind farms and
other renewable energy installations on the UK
Continental Shelf.

Decommissioning: From pipelines and platforms
to cables and turbines

Louise Moore Kevin O’Connor
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Secretary of State to require financial security to be put
in place at an earlier stage than is current practice and
will provide the Secretary of State with additional powers
to require the provision of financial and other information
in relation to decommissioning operations. It will also
provide protection for funds set aside for
decommissioning in the event of insolvency by
disapplying the Insolvency Act 1986.

The renewable energy decommissioning scheme
Under the scheme for renewable energy installations
established by the Energy Act 2004 the Secretary of
State has the power to require the person (or persons)
responsible for constructing, extending, operating or
using an offshore renewable energy installation to submit
a decommissioning programme. This power may be
exercised at any time after at least one consent for the
installation has been, or will be, granted.

The Secretary of State has an express power to require a
person who submits a decommissioning programme to
put in place financial security for decommissioning costs.

The Energy Bill also proposes changes to this scheme.
When enacted, the Bill will enable responsibility for
decommissioning to be imposed on associated
companies (as for offshore oil and gas installations) where
the Secretary of State is not satisfied that adequate
arrangements have been made by the person who
submitted the programme. As with oil and gas
decommissioning, the Bill also provides the Secretary of
State with additional powers to require the provision of
financial and other information relating to the
decommissioning of renewable installations, and will
protect decommissioning funds in the event of insolvency.

General approach to environmental
considerations
In relation to environmental issues generally, guidance for
both oil and gas and renewable installations states that
“proper regard” for environmental considerations must
be observed in a manner that is consistent with the UK’s
international obligations.

In particular, the guidance emphasises the principles and
requirements of the UNCLOS, the OSPAR Convention, and
Decision 98/3 which are discussed in more detail below.

Best practicable environmental option
For renewable energy installations, the guidance refers to
the need to take into account the concept of the Best
Practicable Environmental Option (BPEO), that is to say
the option which provides the most benefit or least
damage to the environment as a whole, at an
acceptable cost, in both the long and short term. The
concept of BPEO was first introduced in 1976 by the
Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution and has
been used by environmental regulators in the UK to
regulate the management of waste, and other

environmental issues.

Reference to BPEO may help operators and BERR to
agree on decommissioning options, even though its
meaning is open to some interpretation. The guidance
for oil and gas installations is updated periodically, but
does not currently refer to BPEO or any other similar
concepts (such as best available techniques not entailing
excessive cost).

Sustainable development
There is, interestingly, an acknowledgement in the
guidance for both oil and gas and renewable energy
installations that the concept of sustainable development
is of relevance. Although the practical application of this
concept is not discussed in any detail, future versions of
the guidance might expand upon this, for example in the
context of the re-use and recycling of installations as
promoted by the OSPAR Convention, discussed below.

Environmental impact assessment
The primary means by which both oil and gas and
renewable energy operators are required to address
environmental considerations is by carrying out an
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA). The purpose of
the EIA is to ensure that the environmental effects of the
decommissioning activities are fully considered before
such activities are carried out, and that appropriate
measures are developed to avoid, reduce and, if
possible, remedy any significant adverse effects identified.

Although there is no statutory requirement to undertake
an EIA at the decommissioning stage, BERR always
requires a decommissioning programme to be supported
by an EIA, the contents of which are set out in the
guidance and are similar for both oil and gas and
renewable energy installations.

Environmental surveys
The guidance states that BERR requires an environmental
survey around an oil and gas installation to be undertaken
before decommissioning, a follow-up survey of any debris
on the seabed to be undertaken upon completion of the
decomissioning, and further seabed sampling surveys to
be undertaken post-completion to monitor levels of
hydrocarbons, heavy metals, and other contaminants.
There is no express requirement for any form of
environmental surveys to be carried out for renewable
energy installations but surveys are required to ensure that
no parts of the installation remain on the seabed. The need
for other broader environmental surveys will be considered
on a case-by-case basis and may be insisted upon.

Other legislation
Although this article focuses upon the statutory
schemes, other legislation is relevant to environmental
aspects of decommissioning in addition to the Petroleum
Act 1988 and the Energy Act 2004. Decommissioning
activities must also comply with legislation including the



Coast Protection Act 1949, the Food and Environment
Protection Act 1985, the Water Resources Act 1991 and
legislation relating to the transport, disposal and recovery
of waste and hazardous waste. Operators also need to
consider the potential impact of the Offshore Petroleum
Activities (Conservation of Habitats) Regulations 2002
which apply the EU Habitats Directive and the EU Wild
Bird Directive to offshore oil and gas (but not renewable
energy) activities on the UKCS, and require the Secretary
of State to consider whether decommissioning is likely to
have a significant effect on certain habitats and species.

Convention law relevant to offshore
decommissioning
The legal regime governing decommissioning activities
on the UKCS is largely derived from longstanding
international conventions. Developed with oil and gas
installations in mind, these conventions are also generally
applicable to the decommissioning of renewable energy
installations, and so have necessarily shaped national
law in this area.

Geneva convention on the continental shelf
The first international convention to address the
decommissioning of offshore installations was the
Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf (Geneva
Convention), which, although adopted in 1958, remains
in force. Article 5(5) requires that “any installations which
are abandoned or disused must be entirely removed.”
The purpose of this provision, which was originally
proposed by the UK delegation, was not the protection
of the environment but the prevention of unjustifiable
interference with navigation, fishing and other marine
uses. Although concern for the marine environment was
the subject of a general requirement in the Geneva
Convention, this concern was largely focused upon the
shipment of oil and risk of leakage.

The subject of offshore decommissioning received growing
attention from the 1970s onwards as reflected in the
development of international law concerning marine
pollution and the dumping of waste. This was largely a
result of an increased understanding of the longer term
impacts associated with potential releases of hydrocarbons,
heavy metals, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and other
toxins into the marine environment. For instance, in 1972
the Convention of the Prevention of Marine Pollution by
Dumping of Waste and Other Matter was signed, which
contains a general prohibition on dumping.

United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
The specific need to take environmental considerations
into account in decommissioning specifically was first
acknowledged in the United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), which was adopted in 1982
and entered into force in 1994. The UK acceded to
UNCLOS in 1997. Article 60(3) provides that:

“…any installation or structure which is abandoned or
disused shall be removed to ensure safety of navigation,

taking into account any generally accepted international
standards established in this regard by the competent
international organisation. Such removal shall also have
due regard to fishing, the protection of the marine
environment and the rights and duties of other states.”

The International Maritime Organisation (IMO) is the
“competent international organisation” referred to in this
article. In 1989, the IMO issued guidelines and standards
which provide that in certain cases non-removal or
partial removal of installations may be appropriate,
including in circumstances where complete removal
would involve an unacceptable risk to the marine
environment. Although this conflicts with the apparently
unequivocal complete removal requirement in the
Geneva Convention, UNCLOS and the IMO guidelines
and standards are seen as better reflecting current
thinking and the approach of international customary law.

OSPAR convention
The international legal regime on the UKCS derives
largely from the 1992 Convention on the Protection of
the Marine Environment of the North East Atlantic
(OSPAR Convention), which applies to specific sea areas
of the North East Atlantic, including the entire UKCS and
the Irish Sea. The OSPAR Convention is one of more
than ten regional conventions which were, for the most
part, negotiated under the direction of the United
Nations Environmental Programme and contain
additional regulations on the removal and disposal of
disused structures.

These conventions are particularly significant from an
environmental perspective because they are the first to
emphasise re-use, recycling and onshore disposal
solutions. In 1992, the same year that the OSPAR
Convention was adopted, the United Nations
Conference on Environment and Development embraced
the concept of sustainable development. Although
“sustainable development” is a term of very general
application, it does in the context of decommissioning
reflect an increasing trend to promote the operational life
of installations, as evidenced by an increase in the re-use
of floatable installations. Famously, as a result of
widely-publicised environmental concerns over plans by
Shell to dump the Brent Spar oil storage buoy in 1995,
Shell responded to public pressure by abandoning its
plans and eventually re-using parts of the installation to
construct the base of a quay near Stavanger in Norway.
The re-use of disused installations as artificial reefs has
also been recognised in OSPAR Commission guidelines
as one possible sustainable end of life option.

The OSPAR Convention also adopts the “polluter pays”
principle in that it requires the costs of pollution
prevention, control and reduction measures to be borne
by the polluter but does not expressly apply this principle
in the context of decommissioning. The OSPAR
Convention similarly requires States to apply the
“precautionary principle”, by which preventive measures
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are to be taken when there are reasonable grounds for
concern that the environment might be damaged, even
when there is no conclusive evidence that any such
damage will be caused.

Furthermore, the OSPAR Convention requires States to
take all necessary steps and measures to prevent and
eliminate pollution and to protect the maritime
environment against the adverse effects of human
activities. It contains provisions that require the
application of Best Available Techniques and Best
Environmental Practice to protect the marine
environment, terms which are also used in other
international and national environmental laws.

Brent Spar and OSPAR Decision 98/3
In July 1998 at the first ministerial meeting of the OSPAR
Commission, Decision 98/3 was adopted to establish a
new regime for the decommissioning of disused offshore
installations. The Decision acknowledges the need for
provisions in national laws for establishing and satisfying
legal liabilities.

The Decision prohibits the dumping of, and leaving
wholly or partly in place, offshore installations, and
requires the topsides of all installations to be returned to
shore. All installations with a jacket weight less than
10,000 tonnes must be completely removed for re-use,
recycling or final disposal on land. The Decision
recognises that for other installations it may be difficult to
remove the footings and allows for derogations from the
general presumption that installations will be removed
entirely. This derogation, however, is only applicable to
the footings of steel installations installed before 9
February 1999, and so is unlikely to be relevant to
offshore renewable installations going forward.

The position of offshore renewable installations
under convention law
The conventions discussed above do not draw any
distinction between oil and gas installations and

renewable energy installations. Accordingly, under
international law the same general principles apply to
both types of installation.

The OSPAR Commission has, however, issued guidance
on offshore wind-farms, dealing with some aspects to be
taken into consideration in their decommissioning. A
paper released by the OSPAR Commission in 2004 states:

“…when decommissioning wind energy installations (end
of operational life-time use or premature termination of
the project), the wind energy installations (including
foundation) and cables should be removed completely
and disposed of (recycling) on land. In order to avoid
hindrances for eg, fisheries, the piles should at least be
cut off far enough beneath the seabed to ensure that the
remaining parts will not be exposed by natural sediment
dynamics.”

As regards the removal of wind-farm installations, the
OSPAR paper says that:

“… techniques which minimise impacts on the
environment (eg, benthos, fish) including re-suspension
of the sediment should be applied for the removal.”

Conclusion
Developers applying for consent for offshore renewable
energy installations are required to factor decommissioning
into their plans. Although modern renewable energy
installations do not pose the same risk of damaging the
environment as older oil and gas structures, similar
considerations and approaches to decommissioning
apply for both types, largely due to the fact that
convention law, which has been developed with oil and
gas installations in mind, is equally applicable to the
renewable energy equivalent.
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News
Carbon reduction commitment

The Carbon Reduction Commitment (CRC) is a new
mandatory carbon trading scheme that is expected to
come into force in the UK in January 2010 under
powers contained in the Climate Change Bill, which is
due to receive royal assent later this year.

The CRC is intended to contribute to the Government’s
target of reducing carbon emissions in the UK by 20%
by 2010 and also the new targets of achieving a
reduction in emissions of 26-32% by 2020 and 60% by
2050 which will be brought in by the Climate Change
Bill. It has been estimated that the scheme could save
0.5 million tonnes of carbon per year by 2015, rising to
1.1 million tonnes of carbon by 2020.

Scope of the CRC scheme
The scheme affects any large businesses and public
sector organisations whose annual half-hourly metered
electricity use is over 6,000MWh. The same requirement
will apply to businesses that are 70kVA metered in
Northern Ireland. This means that it will affect
approximately 5,000 organisations which each spend
over £500,000 per year on electricity. The types of
organisation affected are likely to include supermarkets,
hotel chains, banks, hospitals, universities, central
Government departments, large local authorities and
large offices (including law firms) to name but a few.

The scheme targets energy use emissions that are
outside the scope of the EU Emissions Trading Scheme
and Climate Change Agreements including both direct
and indirect emissions (indirect emissions include those
resulting from electricity consumption). Any organisations
that have over 25% of their energy use emissions
covered by a Climate Change Agreement will be
completely exempt from participation in the scheme.

Scheme mechanics
As with the EU ETS, the CRC will operate as a “cap and
trade” system. The Government will set an overall
emissions cap for the scheme within which organisations
must purchase and surrender sufficient allowances to
cover their annual CO2 emissions. From January 2010
to January 2013 allowances will be sold at a fixed price
of £12 per tonne of CO2 (with no VAT being chargeable),
after which time allowances will be auctioned.

Participating organisations will be required to report all their
UK-based CO2 emissions from all of their energy sources.
This includes electricity, gas and other fuel types such as
LPG and diesel but it does not include transport emissions.
Reporting is through an online registry on a top down
basis, under which the top UK parent organisation will be
responsible for its UK based subsidiaries.

Performance league table
Each year following commencement of the scheme the
Government will publish a performance league table of
reported emissions (which may be verified by way of a
risk based audit) with separate listings for any subsidiary
companies within a group that have an individual
electricity consumption in excess of 6,000MWh. The
Government proposes that the league table will be
constructed using three criteria to calculate an
organisation’s position in the table:

• core absolute carbon reduction – the percentage
carbon reduction of an organisation when compared
with the annual average emissions over the preceding
five years;

• early action – this looks at two equally weighted
factors: firstly the percentage of an organisation’s
indirect emissions (from electricity consumption) which
are covered by voluntarily installed automatic
metering; and secondly the percentage of an
organisation’s emissions which are covered by the
Energy Efficiency Accreditation Scheme (an
independent emission reduction award scheme in the
UK managed by the National Energy Foundation on
behalf of the Carbon Trust). This metric is designed to
give credit to pro-active organisations which have
taken early action before the start of the scheme; and

• growth – the percentage reduction in carbon
emissions per unit turnover since the start of the
scheme. This metric is intended to give credit to
organisations which grow their businesses in an
emission efficient manner. The metric would focus on
a reduction of emissions over time rather than simply
ranking organisations in terms of energy intensity.
Concerns were raised in relation to this metric (in
response to the consultation paper of June 2007) that
some organisations would not want to publish
financial information. To allay these concerns the
Government proposes that there would be no
mandatory requirement on organisations to submit
financial data. However, should an organisation
decline to provide financial information for use in the
growth metric it would not benefit from this metric in
the calculation of its position in the league table.

Broadly speaking, organisations that reduce their
emissions will rank towards the top of the table whilst
those who fail to reduce their emissions will rank
towards the bottom.

Costs and benefits
The CRC is intended to be revenue neutral to the
Exchequer. The money paid for allowances under the
scheme will be held by the Environment Agency (acting
in its capacity as administrator of the scheme
throughout the UK) and then recycled to participating
organisations by way of an annual payment made six
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months after the end of the year during which emissions
were monitored. The annual payment received by a
participant will be equal to that organisation’s average
annual emissions (taken from the start of the scheme up
to and including the year for which the payment is being
made) expressed as a percentage of the total emissions
for all participants in that year, with that percentage
being applied to the total amount of money paid for
allowances in that year. A percentage bonus or penalty
will then be applied to that amount depending upon the
position of that organisation in the league table.

In its Updated Partial Regulatory Impact Assessment of
June 2007 the Government estimated a net present value
benefit to participating organisations of £755 million
(estimated energy bill savings resulting from the scheme
less any upfront and ongoing administrative costs).

Scheme status update
Earlier this year the Department for Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) sent out (via the major
energy suppliers) a mailshot to all billing addresses for
half-hourly meters in Great Britain (and 70kVA metering
systems in Northern Ireland). The purpose of the
mailshot was to highlight that 2008 is the qualification
year for the CRC, to invite organisations to log their
details and to indicate whether they think they are likely

to be affected by the scheme. This is part of a three
stage approach to identify organisations that should
participate in the CRC.

The Government is planning a further consultation on
the form of the regulations that will introduce the CRC in
2008. Final identification of the organisations which will
participate in the CRC will take place in 2009. Those
likely to be affected should:

• consider and respond to the consultation on the draft
regulations (which is expected to happen during the
Summer of 2008);

• consider whether any new procedures will need to be
introduced to allow them to collate and maintain the
emissions information needed to meet the reporting
requirements of the scheme; and

• think about to whom they will designate responsibility
for ensuring compliance with, and maximising their
organisation’s performance in, the CRC.

Further information on the CRC can be found on the
DEFRA website
(www.defra.gov.uk/environment/climatechange/uk/busin
ess/crc/index.htm).

Climate change and
sustainable development
group (C2SD)

Many of our most successful clients
are now putting sustainability and
climate change issues at the top of
their business agendas as they
become aware of both the financial
opportunities and regulatory threats
these issues pose.

To help clients address these issues,
Herbert Smith, Gleiss Lutz and Stibbe

have launched an initiative to offer
clients joined-up advice in the context
of far reaching climate change and
sustainability issues.

The climate change and sustainable
development group, or “C2SD”, brings
together different legal practice areas
from within each firm in a way that will
benefit clients, including expertise in
environmental law, real estate,
planning, funds, insurance, EU
regulation, public law and disputes as
well as energy and infrastructure.

Partners, associates and support staff
from all these areas across our
international network now have
regular meetings to share knowledge
and expertise across practice areas.

To find out more, or register your
interest for briefings or seminars
concerning any of the areas listed
above, please contact Lynda Haigh
(lynda.haigh@herbertsmith.com) or
one of your usual Herbert Smith
contacts.

The C2SD Group is co-chaired by Henry Davey and Andrew Newbery and includes Richard Forsdyke (Real Estate), Andrew Lidbetter
(Public Law and Dispute Resolution), Louise Moore (Environment), Mark Newbery (Energy), Veronica Roberts (EU/Competition), Thiha Tun
(Funds), Matthew White (Planning), Michael Fosh (China), David Laurence (Middle East), Rebecca Major (Africa), James Watson (Japan)
and coordinating associate, Helena Anderson.

Alliance input is provided by Andreas Neun and Christian Hamann of Gleiss Lutz, Jan Reinier van Angeren of Stibbe in Amsterdam and
Frederik Vandendriessche of Stibbe in Brussels.
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New office
Abu Dhabi

It has been confirmed that our new office in Abu Dhabi is
set to open in eary summer 2008 and will be headed by
Neil Brimson, who will initially work alongside a team of
six associates.

The firm already has an extensive track record of
advising on major work in Abu Dhabi, particularly in
relation to the growing number of major infrastructure
and energy projects in the United Arab Emirates.

New address
Suite 302, 3rd Floor, C2 Building
Al Bateen,
PO Box 106178
Abu Dhabi
UAE

T: +971 2412 1700
F: +971 2412 1701

Office moves
Singapore

Our Singapore office moved on 18 April 2008 to new
premises in Singapore Land Tower in the heart of
Singapore’s financial district, Raffles Place.

The move is to accommodate our significant expansion
of the office.

New address
50 Raffles Place
24-01 Singapore Land Tower
Singapore 048623

T: +65 6868 8000
F: +65 6868 8001
(the telephone and fax numbers remain unchanged)

Paris

Our Paris office moved on 28 March 2008. The new
building was previously occupied by the French national
daily Le Figaro. It has been completely renovated
and allows all our Paris staff to be based under the
same roof.

New address
66, Avenue Marceau
75008 Paris
France

T: +33 (0)1 53 57 70 70
F: +33 (0)1 53 57 70 80
(the telephone and fax numbers remain unchanged)



People news
In April 2008 David Gilmore, Medhi Haroun,
Craig Tevendale, Lode van den Hende and Karen Ip,
each of whom have significant experience in the
energy sector, were promoted to partnership.

David has been based in the Tokyo office since 2004
after relocating from our London office. He has acted on
high value disputes in a broad range of business sectors
with principal industry areas including energy,
engineering and heavy industries, insurance and
reinsurance and telecommunications.

Mehdi is based in our Paris office and is a dual
French/Algerian qualified lawyer with over 13 years’
experience. He specialises in project development and
finance (including Islamic finance) particularly in the
energy, mining and infrastructure (including telecoms)
sectors. Given his background, Mehdi’s practice
focuses geographically on the Middle East, North Africa
and France.

Craig is part of our international arbitration group in
London. He has broad experience of commercial

arbitration including disputes in the energy, leisure,
construction, engineering and telecommunications
industries and has recently acted in complex, high value
cases for clients from the Middle East, North Africa,
India, Europe and the United States.

Lode is based in our Brussels office and is an EU and
WTO law specialist. He was one of the first private
lawyers allowed to appear in a WTO dispute settlement
hearing. He also has considerable expertise in EU
regulatory matters and state aid in particular.

Karen is based in Beijing and is principally involved in
private equity investment projects, M&A transactions
and greenfield investments in energy, manufacturing,
distribution, infrastructure and real estate development
projects in China and advising on regulatory issues in
China and Hong Kong.

We are pleased to welcome Richard Nelson to the
partnership. Richard, formerly with Linklaters, has
practised in London, Hong Kong and Tokyo and has
wide experience across the energy, infrastructure and
project finance sectors. Richard will be based in our
Singapore office.
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Please send me further briefings/updates as indicated above; I have completed
my address below:

Name

Job title

Organisation

Nature of business

Address

Postcode Telephone

IF YOU WOULD LIKE US TO SEND ENERGY EXCHANGE TO YOU BY 
EMAIL AND/OR SUBSCRIBE TO OUR ENERGY E-BULLETINS, PLEASE
COMPLETE BELOW:

Energy Exchange e-bulletins

E-MAIL ADDRESS
If any of your details are incorrect, please let us know your current details
below:

Name

Job title

Organisation

Nature of business

Address

Postcode Telephone

Energy Exchange
If you would like us to send this briefing to any of your colleagues, please give their
details below:

Name

Title

Organisation

Nature of business

Address

Postcode Telephone

Energy Exchange
If you wish to receive other briefings produced by specialist sections of the
firm, please tick the appropriate boxes and complete the address panel:

administrative and 
public law

arbitration

construction and
engineering

corporate

data privacy

employee incentives

employment

energy, natural
resources & utilities

entertainment and media

equity capital markets

EU, competition and
regulation including
WTO & world trade law

finance & banking
including:
– acquisition finance
– corporate recovery
– debt capital markets
– project finance
– secritisation

financial institutions

financial services

general commercial
litigation

insurance, non-contentious

insurance & reinsurance
litigation

intellectual property

international law

investment funds

IT & e-commerce

leisure and sport

life sciences

pensions

personal injury

planning and
environment

PPP, PFI, infrastructure

private equity

real estate

tax

telecoms

trusts and charities

If you have any queries, please call our business development hotline on +44 20 7466 3500

As a leader in the field of IT and Data Privacy law, Herbert Smith recognises the importance of
protecting your personal data. We would like to share the personal data we hold about you with our
alliance partners Gleiss Lutz and Stibbe so that we can keep you informed of relevant matters.

If you do not wish your data to be used as described above, please tick this box 

If you would like to be removed from the mailing list to receive this publication, please tick this box 
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Herbert Smith LLP, Gleiss Lutz and Stibbe are three independent firms which have a formal alliance.

Amsterdam
Stibbe
Stibbetoren
Strawinskylaan 2001
PO Box 75640
1070 AP Amsterdam
T +31 20 546 06 06
F +31 20 546 01 23

Bangkok
Herbert Smith (Thailand) Ltd
1403 Abdulrahim Place
990 Rama IV Road
Bangkok 10500
T +66 2657 3888
F +66 2636 0657

Beijing
Herbert Smith LLP
Units 1410-1419
China World Tower 1
1 Jianguomenwai Ave
Beijing 100004
T +86 10 6505 6512
F +86 10 6505 6516

Berlin
Gleiss Lutz
Friedrichstrasse 71
10117 Berlin 
T +49 30 800 979-0 
F +49 30 800 979-979 

Brussels
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